
PAINTING 614 001: The Portrait As Starting Point 
Summer 2019   /   July 7–July 12 
Instructor: Dylan Rabe 
  
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
This class will focus on issues raised in painting, particularly portraits and self-portraits, 
translating what is known and seen into the formal vocabulary of paint. Sources will include 
direct observation of the subject and the imagination. Students will investigate form and content 
as well as materials and techniques. Students may choose to work with oil-based media with 
odorless solvents, or water-based media. Slide lectures will explore the role of the portrait in art 
history and its current place in contemporary art, encouraging students to use this time-honored 
format to tell their own stories or to reach beyond it entirely. 
  
EXPECTATIONS/EVALUATION: 
Over the course of this week, you will be expected to produce, or at least begin working on 
several paintings, as well as a variety of studies and short guided projects designed to foster 
new approaches to portraiture, narratives, and figurative painting. At the conclusion of the week, 
we will have a group critique and discussion of all the work created in the course. 
 
SUPPLY LIST: 
- Sketchbook: Every visual artist should keep a sketchbook, as they are invaluable for recording 
ideas, planning new compositions, and gaining a familiarity with one’s own creative tendencies 
and innermost thoughts, so that these can more fluidly and unselfconsciously express 
themselves in larger works. Get in the habit of doodling in a sketchbook, particularly during your 
time at Ox-Bow, and the resulting explorations can provide a lifelong fuel for your practice. 
- Box of Soft Vine or Willow charcoal: A supremely useful tool for testing compositional elements 
and planning directly on your painting surface, as it can easily be wiped away. Not to be 
confused with compressed charcoal, which is harder to erase and will contaminate your paint 
layers if used for preliminary drawing. 
- At least 5 painting surfaces of your choice, each measuring 16” x 20” or larger. The type of 
surface will depend on your chosen medium, as well as your goals for finish quality and 
presentation. These are the most common and recommended supports for oil or acrylic 
painting: 
 - Stretched canvas: It is recommended that you stretch and prime them yourself, rather 
than using the store-bought varieties. 
 - Wood panels 
 - MDF or Masonite 
 - Heavyweight watercolor paper 
 NOTE: For oil painting and conventional acrylic painting, all supports must be primed 
with 2-3 coats of gesso. 
General Supplies: 
- Glass or plexiglass palette OR pad of disposable palette paper. 



- Jars/containers for solvents or water. For oil painting, you should have at least two wide-mouth 
glass or plastic jars with lids. Recycled containers for pickles, peanut butter, salsa etc., work 
well. The purpose of two jars is conserve and clean your oil painting solvents (see below). 
- Odorless solvents, such as Turpenoid or Gamsol. Real turpentine constitutes a health hazard 
and cannot be used in the studio. 
- An assortment of brushes – flats, rounds, filberts in various sizes, as well as a mix of bristle 
and softer sable-type brushes (synthetics are fine, and far less expensive than natural hair). 
Make sure that you have some brushes that are at least 1” wide. 
- A large, 3”+ brush for gessoing and applying colored grounds, if your surfaces are not already 
prepared. 
- Soap for thoroughly cleaning brushes between sessions. A bar of laundry soap, or liquid dish 
soap works well for breaking down oil on brushes. 
- Clean cotton rags. Buy a bag of rags at an art supply store or cut apart some old t-shirts or 
other soft fabric. 
- Mediums of your choice. Some recommendations for oil: stand oil (thick, dries glossy), walnut 
oil (thinner consistency), Liquin and Galkyd (both are alkyd-based and speed drying time, but 
emit fairly strong fumes and must be used with caution) 
- Palette knife 
- Gesso 
- Sandpaper 
- Set of oil or acrylic paints. The following are recommended pigments for either medium. 

Titanium White 
Cadmium Yellow Light 
Cadmium Red Light 
Alizarin Crimson (or equivalent “Cool” red pigment with greater permanence, such as 
Quinacridone Red) 
Ultramarine Blue 
Viridian or Phthalo green 
Burnt Umber 

With these basic pigments you can mix almost any color you require, but having tubes of other 
pigments that you think you will use is always beneficial. Some examples that are difficult to mix 
yourself are: 

Dioxazine Purple 
Phthalo Blue 

 Metallics, such as Gold, Bronze, or Silver 
- A range of drawing tools, such as pencils, markers, brush pens, or metal nib pens and ink. 
 
Daily Schedule: 

Sunday, Jul 7: Introduction to the course, slides, preparation for the week. 

Monday, Jul 8: Begin portrait of a model in the morning. ~3 hour observational painting, 
leaving background empty. Place figure in an imagined space in the afternoon. 



Tuesday, Jul 9: Self-portrait of a specific moment in the artist’s life (Not the present). 

Wednesday, Jul 10: Archimboldo homage. Create a portrait in the style of the Italian 
Renaissance master, constructing a face from a variety of inanimate objects, animals, or a 
landscape. 

Thursday, Jul 11: Tapping into the subconscious. Begin a painting with spontaneous 
gestures, developing your composition abstractly before the subject is introduced. Using 
either imagination, a mirror, or model, transform the abstract image into a recognizable 
portrait or figurative scene. 

Friday, Jul 12: Studio time in the morning to complete previous work. Group critique and 
preparation for evening exhibition in afternoon. 

 


